
Exploiting IP Assets



IP Assets

Exclusivity –
The IP system provides holders of IPR the right to
exclude others from using these rights without
authorization

Embedded in the product



Core to the product or service
Copyright – ring tones, games, software

Trademark – Nokia connecting people, hands animation,
signature tune
Patent – over 10,000 patented inventions, caller name display
and caller specific ring tone two nokia patents used by most
phones, industry standard technologies. Nokia, Ericsson and
Motorola account for more than 60% of the industry's R&D –
significant entry barriers

Design – shape, look, keypad etc. The mobile phone has
become a status icon, making the product design critical in
the purchase decision

Trade secret – all of the know-how and confidential
business practices that went into the manufacture of the
device





Beyond Exclusivity

From the right to exclude necessarily follows (as with
physical assets) the right to grant others the right to
use, converting these rights to assets which could be
exploited by

Selling
Licensing (including franchising and
merchandising)
Raising finance
Strategic partnerships



Particular nature of intangibles

“If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than
all others of exclusive property, it is the action of the
thinking power called an idea, which an individual may
exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but
the moment it is divulged, it forces itself into the
possession of everyone, and the receiver cannot
dispossess himself of it. Its peculiar character, too, is
that no one possesses the less, because every other
possesses the whole of it. He who receives an idea from
me, receives instruction himself without lessening mine;
as he who lights his taper at mine, receives light without
darkening me” – Thomas Jefferson



What is Licensing

Licensing is when an owner of an IP right transfers to
another the right to exploit that right while retaining
ownership to it.

As opposed to an assignment when the ownership is
also transferred.

This is done through a legal agreement usually called a
license agreement.
A company could “license – out” IP, “license – in” IP or
enter into cross licensing agreements where each
company licenses in and out IP.



Territorial nature of IPR

If the technology (or other kind of expression of human
creativity) is not protected by an IPR in that particular
country, it is then not property owned by someone and
as such the issue of licensing does not arise.
Licensing is only relevant where there is a protected
intellectual property right.



Why License

For the Licensor
Simultaneous use by
many
Freedom to operate
Expand manufacturing
Earn revenue
Expand into
geographic markets
Expand into product
markets
Stick licensing
Create standard

For the Licensee
Freedom to operate
Ahead of competition
Despite lack of R&D,
access to new technologies
and know how
Possibility of creating
innovative products
Settle infringement dispute
Manufacture standardized
product



Why Not License

For the licensor
Create competitor
Bad choice of licensee
could damage reputation
Lose control of proprietary
information

For the Licensee
Royalties add cost
Secrecy requirements
Administrative burdens -
audits, reports etc
May be obliged to grant
back improvements



Benchmarking IPR Support Services for SMEs in Switzerland



Licensing

The inventor licensed the system to Coca-Cola at 1/10
of a penny per can. During the period of validity of
the patent the inventor obtained 148,000 UK pounds a
day on royalties



The Agreement – who, what
Parties - who will be bound by it
Subject matter - what exactly is being licensed



The Agreement - Extent

Exclusive, non exclusive or sole (licensor and licensee
can operate in the territory)
Field of use - a defined field of permissible operation by
the licensee. For example manufacture patented
engines only for incorporation into trucks
Territory



The Agreement - Sub licenses

To whom can sub licenses be granted
What rights will they have
What sort of control would the licensor have
Is prior written approval necessary
What happens when the agreement ends



The Agreement – Best efforts

Usually with an exclusive license. An ambiguous
obligation. Better to specify particular actions, such as an
obligation by the licensee to spend agreed amounts on
research or marketing or other activities tailored to
increase the likelihood of success.



The Agreement - Infringement

A third party may be using the technology with no
license. Essentially harms the competitiveness of the
legitimate licensee. A non exclusive licensee would
expect the licensor to take action and an exclusive
licensee may bring suit on its own and join the licensor.
If the licensor fails to bring suit licensee could suspend
paying royalties.
A third party may claim that the licensee is infringing his
IP. If that third party’s patent is valid, the licensee might
require the licensor to obtain a license from the third
party and a consequent adjustment to the financial
arrangements between the licensor and the licensee.



The Agreement - Financial

Lump sum - payable on the happening of a particular
event
Royalties - recurring payments tied to the use of the
technology, commonly based on sales. Could go down
as production goes up.(fixed price per unit or % of sales)
Annual minimum royalty - usually where the license is
exclusive and the licensor needs to ensure a regular
income.



The Agreement

Product liability insurance –if injury is caused by the
licensed product, identify the source of the defect and
assign responsibility
Dispute settlement - Increasingly parties opt for
alternative dispute resolution procedures, such as
arbitration and mediation, or mediation followed by
arbitration.
Termination - either on the happening of an event such
as the expiry of the patent or on termination by one of
the parties



The Agreement – Most favoured licensee

Where the license is non exclusive the licensor grants to
another licensee terms that are more favorable than he
granted to other licensees. The latter would have the
right under such a clause for terms equal to that
licensee.



The Agreement

Clauses to pay attention to - grant back provisions
(obliging licensee to give improvements to licensor), post
termination use of know how, price and volume fixation
by the licensor, tie in clauses (obliging licensee to take
other technology that he does not need)



Government Regulations

Some countries require such agreements to be approved
by a government authorities and others may require
such agreements to be registered with the relevant
authority.



Preparation and negotiation

You don’t get the deal you deserve you get the deal you
negotiate.
Due Diligence – prepare, prepare, prepare
Aim for a win-win agreement



Due Diligence

The performance of an investigation of a business or
person – “homework”.
To be done by anyone entering into any kind of business
transaction and certainly of great importance to a
licensing relationship which is a long term relationship.
Must be done by both the licensor and licensee
The purpose is to assess risks and benefits and develop
strategies to deal with them.



Due Diligence

Ownership of patents or other IP
Validity
The markets where protection has been obtained
Third party claims
Will it do what it says it will do
Third party rights, freedom to operate
General information on the relevant market, companies active in that
market and their products, alternative technologies in the market
On going R&D about relevant technologies
Prevalent licensing practices in the relevant markets and products



Due Diligence - sources of information

Publicly available information
of publicly traded companies.

Online and subscription
database services for the
relevant market or products

Trade publications, trade and
technology exhibitions, fairs
and shows

Technology licensing offices of
research based universities

Relevant government
departments

Professional and business
magazines, journals and
publications concerning the
relevant products and markets

Professional and business
associations
Technology exchanges,
Innovation centres
Patent information services



Due Diligence - Patent Information

Patent information is the collection of patent documents
consisting of patent applications and grants worldwide.

For technologies that are patented it is the most useful
yet the least utilized

it is the most recent, gives the legal status,
information on technological activity (possible
alternatives) and those involved in such technological
activity



Preparation

Analyze your strengths and weaknesses
Identify your team

leader supported by financial, legal and
technical people

Prepare summary of key issues
(Heads of Agreement)



Managing the Relationship

Important to remember that a licensing agreement is an
on going relationship and it has to be managed for the
benefit of both the licensor and the licensee
Technical assistance

Plant visits and training
Direct assistance
Consultation

Tangible items – items provided to the licensee and any
payments with respect to them
Reporting – usually with each royalty payment
Auditing



Specific considerations

Trademark Licensing
Franchising
Merchandising



Trademark licensing

TM are indications of source. Licensing meant that the
product is no longer emanating from source.
Quality control was essential to retain consumer
expectations that the source was respected.
Many products that we rely on and are loyal too are
manufactured by others under license. The application
of the trademark assures us of source and quality.

Importance of the trademark; acquisition of RR by VW
but the trademark by BMW.



Franchise

A specialized license where the franchisee is allowed by
the franchisor in return for a fee to use a particular
business model and is licensed a bundle of IP rights
(TM, service marks, patents, trade secrets, copyrighted
works…) and supported by training, technical support
and mentoring
Quality control and consistency crucial for maintaining
brand image, the brand being the backbone of the
franchise
All the different IP rights underpin the brand and nourish
the brand



Merchandising

The licensing of trademarks, designs, artworks as well
as fictional characters (protected by these rights) and
real personalities are broadly referred to as
merchandising





Sanrio is a world-wide designer and distributor of character-branded
stationery, school supplies, gifts, and accessories best known for Hello
Kitty®. Others include Pochacco®, an athletic young pup, and the slightly
naughty Badtz-Maru®. Sanrio was founded in 1960 by Mr. Shintaro Tsuji
who created a line of character merchandise designed around gift-giving
occasions. Forty years later, Mr. Tsuji is the Chairman of Sanrio Company,
Ltd., based in Tokyo and with distribution throughout Japan and Southeast
Asia, the Americas and Europe



Why merchandise?

For the licensor
Extend into new products
Increases exposure, strengthens image (could also damage)
Revenue
Relatively risk free

For the licensee
Increase appeal of its products
Relatively low cost way of gaining market share



Finance

As assets they could be pledged as a collateral for a
bank loan
Angel investors and Venture Capitalists are inclined to
invest in companies that have a good IP portfolio



Exploiting trademarks in the sports
arena



Any distinctive words, letters, numerals,
pictures, shapes, colours,
In some countries: sounds, smells, three-
dimensional marks
Slogans – “just do it“ (Nike) “ooh aah
Cantona”(Cantona)

Damon Hill



Exploiting Trademarks

By players, athletes, clubs and sports events
Sale

Players are bought and sold not only because they are a good
product (their skills in the relevant sport) but because of their
“brand” - their star power, their fan base.

Licensing
Merchandising, brand extension

Financing
Sponsorship, Debt



Brands

Trademarks are the bedrock of brands
“……..its the brand that people buy, not the products.
Products……….are generic, copyable, discountable,
vulnerable, but brands are unique magic”

“Branded”, by Peter York, the Times, 10 February 2001



Top Sports Brands - Events

336 m

176 m

103m

Calculated on the
basis of revenue
per event day



Top Sports Brands - Teams

351m

288m

255m

Not considered to be the best
football team in the world or even
Europe, but the biggest global
football brand



Top Sports Brands - Athletes

64 million
18 million 13 million

Forbes listing of 2007

Brand value based on the amount by which their endorsement
income exceeded the average of their peers. Better reflection of
image than salary or winnings

Bekham is not considered the best football player in the world but
the biggest global brand in football.

Community trade mark registration



7.5b

5.6 b

2.4b

Top Sports Brands - Companies

Valued based on the
amount by which their
market value exceeds
the book value





Sports clubs, tournaments,
competitions and sports
stars as owners of
trademarks can license
others the right to use
them for the manufacture
and sale of a variety of
goods referred to as
merchandising – a ready
source of revenue.

Merchandising



Brand Extension

Or extension licensing – extending a trademark beyond
the product that it had been originally applied to and
matured in



Financing

Sponsorship
A trademark owner provides a benefit (fee or
products) to a third party in exchange for which the
latter promotes the trademark
Provides exposure, connection and the opportunity to
build a message through linking themselves to the a
certain sport, an athlete or an event – the event or
star being the vehicle to carry the companies
message

Brand as collateral



Stadium Naming Rights



Naming Rights



of Manchester United

Sponsorship



Rent Shirt Space

A sports team sells space on its team-members' shirts to
a brand-owner who wishes to secure wider coverage
and brand-familiarity among consumers

Two of Tiger’s
sponsors; Nike
and Gatorade

ManUtd
sponsored by
Nike and AIG



Ambush Marketing –
The unwelcome guest at the party

A company that is not the official sponsor and has not paid the fees
for those rights manages to steal some of the show

1994 Winter Olympics in Lillehammer, Norway: Official-sponsor
Visa. American Express creates an ad campaign claiming
(correctly) that Americans do not need “visas” to travel to
Norway.
2000 Sydney Olympics: Qantas Airlines’ slogan "The Spirit of
Australia" sounds strikingly similar to the games’ slogan "Share
the Spirit." Ansett was the official sponsor and Qantas claims it’s
just a coincidence



Conclusion

Sports is an industry and an extremely profitable one worth more
than 3% of world trade, has created 2 m jobs in the EU and in the
UK £12b a year in consumer spending.
As with any industry it needs to compete for consumers (spectators,
fans, sponsors) and find ways of increasing revenue
The trademark system is the linchpin behind branding and is a
critical tool for achieving competitiveness and attracting revenue


